TINNITUS
Also called ear ringing, hissing, buzzing, clicking or “noise inside my head”
Tinnitus is a very common ear problem. It is estimated that 1 in 5 people in the general population have
tinnitus, with twice as many over the age of 50. (About 60 million people in North America) The most common
cause is due to some type of hearing loss, such as age related nerve damage (we lose our high notes as we
mature), noise exposure (people in the music industry, fire and police business and the military often complain
of tinnitus) or ear infections (usually viral). Many medications cause tinnitus, the most famous of which is
Aspirin. Other causes include headaches, anxiety and depression. Even too much ear wax has been associated
with tinnitus! Rarely, some type of neurological disorder can cause the sounds.
So what exactly is tinnitus?
Your ear send sounds into your brain as electrical signals inside the hearing nerve. The sounds around you go to
a specialized part of the brain (Auditory Cortex) which then makes sense of what you are hearing. The inner ear
and hearing brain are organized like a giant piano with each note receiving a separate nerve (piano string). If
any of the keys or are damaged, the brain attempts to “turn up the volume” on the entire piano to hear those
sounds better. (Only a hearing aid can turn up just the notes you need.) The result is a background noise which
can be really irritating. It is a built-in hearing nerve reflex to help you hear better.
What can we do about it?
Currently, there is no cure or proven therapy for tinnitus. That said, there are many “cures” on the Internet,
many of which do help a lot of people. The most important thing is to rule out anything dangerous. (That is
why your doctor sent you to see me.) In very rare cases (1 in 100,000) tinnitus can be caused by a brain tumor
or some other serious disease. These can usually be detected on your hearing test.
Here are some things that have helped previous patients:
1. Try a Vitamin B12 supplement (1,200 micrograms daily for 3 months)-- people with B12, Zinc and
Magnesium deficiency suffer more with tinnitus. Try Lipo-Flavonoids (multi-vitamins for ears).
2. Don't sleep in silence. Tinnitus usually gets worse when it's quiet because the speakers in your brain
get turned up. So give your ears something to listen to (a humidifier, quiet music or nature sounds).
3. Decrease the stress in your life. High stress clearly increase tinnitus.
4. Hang in there. In time, 60% of patients learn to “turn down the volume” of this reflex.
5. Surf the Net. If you find a cure out there, please let us know!
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